EDUCATION

“engage & enrich”

Learning
Simplified

“powerful learning tools”

H

icommands is a team of spirited young people committed to change
the way the world learns by wielding the power of technology and
the concepts of instructional design to simplify learning to its essence.
In the process, we also make it come alive with rich graphics and
audiovisuals that seek to engage the learner and enrich the learning
process.

E

stablished in 1996, Hicommands specializes in delivering high quality
e-learning solutions to corporate organizations and educational
institutions worldwide and helps them with robust, reliable and costeffective IT solutions to their learning needs.

Vision
REGISTER
NOW!

To be the most innovative company, bringing transformation in
tutoring and assessment
REGISTER
NOW!

To create a global student community thro technology, focusing
education and beyond

“across age groups,
geographies &
sectors”

What we do?
REGISTER
NOW!

Hicommands provides e-learning solutions across age groups, geographies and sectors.
Our key focus areas are school learning, higher education and corporate learning
REGISTER
NOW!

Our core competence is to break down courseware/learning requirement into independent
learning objectives, chunk them further into small learning objects and create a knowledge
REGISTER
NOW!

We adopt learning reinforcement coupled with evaluation techniques and embed them
within the learning objects
REGISTER
NOW!

We have developed a range of sturdy, ready-to-deploy products that address the learning
needs of key learning groups – school (K12), engineering, mining and banking
REGISTER
NOW!

We also offer our instructional design and content development services to deliver custom
solutions to your unique learning requirements
REGISTER
NOW!

Our instructional design experts work with the client to understand and break down the
learning requirement. They then develop a direct learning process that the animators,
graphic designers and voice over artists translate into real learning modules

e-learning solutions for...

SCHOOL / K12
For K12 learners we have
created an unique solution
called
after extensive
research offering powerful
learning experience.

HIGHER
EDUCATION

The unique patent-pending
technology-based deployment
model is designed to help
rural engineering colleges and
institutions with less bandwidth
For children from Class 1 to also adopt e-learning
onwards we have ESWOTS, methodology.
an award-nominated product We have tied up with CII as a
with learning objectives in Knowledge Partner to develop
multilingual
game
based multimedia training content to
pedagogy model.
aid skills development including
soft skills and other vocational
skills.

CORPORATE
Hicommands engages with
organizations across diverse
industries to understand their
learning requirement and help
them design and implement
effective and innovative training
material for their workforce.
Our Learning Management
System (LMS) helps them
administer the training easily
and track the progress and
performance of the employees.

H

icommands – bringing technology to education! Hicommands is
an ISO9001:2008 certified e-learning company. It is a pioneer in
the field, having partnered with several educational institutions across
the world for close to a decade. Across India, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and
Africa, Hicommands has enriched the lives of millions of students by
harnessing the power of technology to suit their learning needs.
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